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Abstract 
We have investigated the possibility of improving receptor model parameter estimation 
using a displacement experiment in which an excess of an unlabeled ligand (J) is injected 
after a delay (tp) following injection of trace amounts of the /M"—labeled ligand {J*). 
The effects of varying tp and JjJ* on parameter uncertainties are studied in the case of 
"C-MQNB binding to myocardial acetycholine receptor using parameters identified in a 
dog experiment. 

Introduction 
Several models have been recently proposed as a framework for analyzing kinetic data 
of ligand-receptor interactions studied with PET (Mintun and al. 1984, Syrota and al. 
1984, Perlmutter and al. 1986, Wong and al. 1986). In these models the reactions are 
considered to be a two-step process. Free ligand arrives frot the capillary lumen with a 
flux P.Vfl.C*(t) where C*(t) is the blood time-activity curve, P a unknown constant and 
VR the volume of reaction. A boundary layer, containing free ligand at a concentration 
Mj(t), is formed in the interstitial space close to the cells. This free ligand can either 
bind directly to a free receptor site or escape with the rate constant k. The probability 
of binding depends on the rate constant {k+i/VR) and on the local concentration of free 
receptors which is equal to \B'mat - M{(t)] where B'mat is the unknown concentration 
of receptor sites and M*(f) the concentration corresponding to the bound ligand. The 
rate constant of dissociation of bound ligand is denoted by k_j. The most interesting 
parameters are the concentration of receptor sites B'mai and the ratio of Jfc.j to k+1 which 
represents the equilibrium dissociation constant denoted by kd. From this model one can 
only identify the product ArfVjz. 

First attempts to identify model parameters from experimental data obtained with a 
single tracer injection led to disappointing numerical results. This was not related to the 
quality of the fits which appeared to be good but concerned the parameter relative stan
dard deviations which ranged from 20% to 4000%. Consequently some model parameters 
must be considered as unidentifiable. In such a case one has two solutions. Either the 
model is simplified with a reduction of the numbei of parameters, or the experimental 
protocol is complexified in order to obtain more experimental informations. Since we did 
not wish to simplify the model, we have investigated the possibility of improving receptor 
model parameter estimation using a displacement experiment in which ai: excess of the 
unlabeled ligand (J) is injected after a delay {tp) following injectioi of a trace amount 
of the /?+-labeled ligand (J*). 
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Improvement of parameter estimation using 
a displacement experiment 
This experimental protocol implies to incorporate in the model the kinetic of the un
labeled ligand which has an effect upon the local concentration of free receptors. The 
free unlabeled ligand and the bound unlabeled ligand are denoted by Mf(t) and Af»(t) 
respectively. The arterial concentration Ct(t) of the unlabeled ligand is assumed to be 
zero before tp and proportional to the arterial radioactive concentration of the labeled 
ligand at t - to (e.g. C*(f - tp)) at any time after tp, the proportionality factor being 
the ratio J/J*. Parameter identification and simulations of labeled and unlabeled ligand 
kinetics are performed using the following equation system: 

PVRC;{t) - kM}(t) - ^-{B1^ - M!(t) - M>(t))M}(t) + * . ,«?(! ) 

^M*L. - *?(0 - " .«MM - *-i*?M 
PVnjtCl{t - tD) - kM,[t) - fy*L. - ACW " ̂ (01^/(0 + *-i *•(*) 

^[B'^ - Wit) - W)W,{t) ~ *-iMfc(«) 
YR 

In PET studies, the experimental data corresponding to the time f, is given by the 
following integral relation: 

JUJfo) = - i - — / * (A//(r) + Ml(r) + FyCl{r))dr 

where Fv is a number representing the vascular fraction. The identification of model 
parameters also requires the blood time-activity curve C*(f) which is usually treated as 
a known and exact input function. The model parameters are identified by means of 
the minimization of a weighted least-square cost function with a Marquardt algorithm 
(Marquardt 1963). The parameter standard deviation is calculated from an approximate 
parameter covariance matrix (Mazoyer and al. 1986) 

Figure 1 shows a displacement experiment performed with MQNB, an antagonist of 
the muscarinic acetylcholine receptor. A bolus of "C-MQNB was intravenously injected 
(6mCi, 637Ci/mmoIe) in a dog. Time-activity curves were recorded in a region of interest 
selected in the ventricular septum on the PET scans. The tracer concentration rises 
almost immediately in the left myocardium, then decreases slowly. Twenty minutes after 
tracer injection, an additional intravenous injection of an excess of unlabeled MQNB (20 
nmole/kg) was performed (displacement experiment). The injection of cold MQNB results 
in a binding inhibition of 11C-MQNB from its binding sites and nC-MQNB concentration 
falls rapidly. Fitting experimental data with the mathematical model provided values of 
kinetic rate constants and receptor density which ar? indicated in figure 1 with associated 
standard deviations. 

The theoretical estimates of the standard deviations calculated with the same para
meters and corresponding to the same experimental conditions ( sampling strategy, expe
rimental uncertainties, arterial curve,...) but without injection of unlabeled MQNB shows 

dt 
àM;(t) 

dt 
dMfjt) 

dt 
dMh(t) 

dt 
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15 - k.., s 4.1 ±1.0 (±210.)* mm-1. 

k + 1 / V R = 5.7±0.8 (±310.)* pmorVminVml 

10 - k d .V R = 0.71 ±0.09 (±1.1)' nM 

B ' m a x s 1 7 J ± 1 5 (±9.6)* nM 

5 
k = 0.290±0.005 (±0064)* min 1 . 

5 
V p.VR = 0.293 ±0.002 (±0.08)' pmolminVg'1. 
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a remarkable improvement in accuracy resulting in the displacement experiment. For ex
ample parameters k-l and fc+i/Vji are in practice unidentifiable without displacement 
since the corresponding relative standard deviation are about 200 — 300% (the signifi
cance of such values is not obvious and only the order of magnitude must be taken in 
consideration), where their relative errors are about 20% with a displacement experiment. 
The improvement on the other parameters is also dramatic: the use of a displacement 
experiment leads to a reduction of the errors on the major parameters by a factor 12 for 
ki.VR and 5 for B'max, these factors being even more larger for Jk and P.VR (13 and 40 
respectively). 

Study of parameter error estimates as a function of 
displacement amplitude or of displacement time 
Figure 2 shows the influerce of the ratio JI J* on the normalized coefficients of variation 
(which are defined as the par?meter relative standard deviations associated with a data 
mean relative standard deviation equal to 1%) corresponding to the five parameters and to 
fcrfVft, the unlabeled ligand being injected after a delay to equal to 20min. When the data 
relative standard deviation is different from 1%, the parameter coefficient of variation 
is obtained by the product of the normalized coefficient of variation given in figure 2 
by the data relative standard deviation estimate expressed in percent. For example the 
standard deviation values shown in figure 1 can be deduced from results associated with 
J JJ* = 150 in figure 2 by multiplying by 1.6, this number representing an estimate of 
data relative standard deviation. In the same way, the parameter errors corresponding 
to an experiment without displacement can be estimated from the results found with the 
smallest value of J/J* (Since we use logarithmic scale, we cannot include in figure 2 the 
simulation corresponding to J/ J* = 0 which still is very near of results corresponding to 
the 0.5 ratio^ However this method is valid only if the data standard deviation estimate 
is not too large (< 5%). 

The same study has been made with another important experiment variable which 
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Ratio J/J* dlsptacwmnt Mm» (tp) 

Figure 2 Figure 3 

is the displacement time. Figure 3 shows its influence on the normalized coefficients of 
variation in the case where J/J* is equal to 150. The case to = Omin corresponds to 
a co-injection (simultaneous injection of the labeled and unlabeled ligand) and the case 
to = 60mm corresponds to an experiment without displacement. It can be noticed that 
the results obtained for J/J* = 0.5 in figure 2 are similar to the results corresponding to 
tp = 60mm in figure 3. It appears that the results are satisfying in the entire interval 
[5min-25min]. The rapid degradation when tp is greater than 40min is explained by the 
fact that the experimental curve decrease corresponding to the displacement experiment 
becomes ot entirely included in the experiment duration (60 min). 
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